HEADSET CAMERA CONNECTIONS and SETUP
1. You will need a 2mm Allen key (aka Allen wrench) and a pair of pliers or 3mm
spanner/socket wrench to screw the bracket onto the headset.
2. The bracket is pre-configured for connection to the righthand side of the headset as
shown in the figure below. Connection to the probe holding bracket (as shown)
means that the vertical plane of the camera is locked to the vertical plane of the
probe.
3. The bracket can be fitted to the left side by unscrewing and reconnecting the backet
in mirror configuration.
4. A spare bracket has been provided. This can be used to extend the distance of the
camera from the headset or it can be used to mount the bracket to the headset

Figure 1. Mounting bracket as configured

Figure 2. Alternative side mount using spare bracket.

Connecting the SyncBrightUp
1. The SyncBrightUp Unit (SBU) is triggered by a low voltage signal such as is provided by a
pulse or beep on a soundcard speaker/headphone output. When it is triggered the LED
marked “POWER” will flash blue. Otherwise the LED remains off. [ The unit automatically
powers up when it receives a trigger and then powers down again to conserve battery life.
Inside the unit there are two AAA alkaline batteries. These should last for a couple of years
without needing to be changed. NOTE: The soundcard speaker software playback level
usually needs to be at 40% or higher to trigger the SBU.
2. Connect a 3.5mm jack cable (provided) between your soundcard speaker output (green) and
the “Speaker to PC” socket on the SBU.
3. If you want to hear playback, you will also need to connect an external speaker to the
“Speaker to spk” socket on the SBU. This is not essential for recording.
4. Connect your microphone or your microphone pre-amplifier output to the “Mic/Line In”
socket on the SBU
5. Connect the other 3.5mm cable (provided) from the “Mic/Line to PC” socket on the SBU to
the mic or line input socket on your soundcard. Which one you choose will depend on A.
whether you need stereo input (usually you will need line level input for stereo. B. whether
your input is from a microphone or microphone (mic level) pre-amplifier (line level).
6. Set the switch on the SBU to mic or line according to the conditions set previously in step 5.
7. Connect the camera composite signal cable to the “Video IN” BNC socket
8. Connect the BNC to Phono/RCA adapter to the Video OUT BNC socket.
9. Connect the phono-phono cable from the adapter on the SBU output to the input socket on
the “USB2 video capture unit”.
Setting up EchoB ultrasound and Video together.
1. The pulse stretch signal from the EchoB is connected as per the EchoB instructions –
directly to the 2nd channel of the sound capture card.
2. The microphone signal needs to pass through the pre-amp ( not supplied) AND the
SyncBrightup unit before going into the first channel of the sound capture card. You can
do this in either order depending on the cables and connectors that you have. If the
microphone passes through the SBU before the mic pre-amp then the SBU switch should
be set to “mic”. If the mic is connected into the pre-0amp and then the pre-amp output
feeds into the SBU then the SBU switch should be set to “line”.
3. Other cables are connected as per the instructions in the previous section.

AAA configuration
1. Open AAA and select a task window that contains a video window. These include:
a. Record Video ultrasound
b. Analyse video ultrasound
c. Record ultrasonic plus video ( you may need to scroll the task windows to find this)
2. The video image should appear automatically in the video window. If it does not then right
click on the video window to open the video dialogue. Check to see if a video card is
recognised. If it says “No video card” (see image below) then contact Articulate Instruments
for more advice.

3. This same tab in the video dialogue allows the brightness and contrast to be set [Note:
Unlike the EchoB data, the brightness and contrast must be set before you record and
cannot easily be adjusted afterwards].
4. There is an (unnecessary) option for the “Method” of video data capture. It does not really
matter which one is chosen. By default it is the callback method.
5. You must set aside memory for video storage using the memory tab. Video takes up about
9Mb per second so less than 250MB will be sufficient for 20+ seconds . If you set aside too
much memory then you will get “Out of memory “ messages. [Note: the same memory
allocation setup is required for EchoB data so “Out of memory “ messages can also arise
from too much memory being set aside tin the ultrasonic dialogue].

6. By default the system is set to look for the video sync signal at the start of the audio
signal on channel 1 ( the same channel as the acoustic speech signal) [NOTE: make sure

the speaker does not talk over the sync pulse as this will make it difficult to process the
sync pulse]

7. If you need to change the channel with the sync pulse you can do so using the first tab in the
video dialogue.
8. Now record your data.
9. After recording all your data you will need to synchronise it. The quickest way to do this is
using the batch mode ( second tab in the video dialogue). Set the frame rate to 59.94 (twice
the NTSC video broadcast rate). Check the “De-interlace” box and set the date to be the date
of your recordings. Now click the “Sync/offset set rate” button

The dialogue will then attempt to find the flash in the video image and the sync signal in
the audio and align the audio and video accordingly. If it fails to find either signal it will
provide information in a popup text box about exactly where it has failed.
[Very IMPORTANT: At the moment there seems to be a bug where trying to de-interlace
your data twice results in corrupted video data. Do not de-interlace twice. We hope to
fix this for the next release.]

